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KARMA

by Roshi Philip Kapleau

The following article was written subsequent to the publication in Zen Bow of the series on "Death-Dying-Rebirth." ·
It is included in Roshi Kapleau 's new book, The Wheel of
Death, (Harper & Row), which that series inspired.

The workings of karma are complex
and often unfathomable. A son is suddenly killed in an accident, and in
their anguish and despair the parents
protest, 11Why did this have to happen
to our child? He was such a generous,
loving person with no malice in him.
Why did he have to die so young and so ·
violently when others whose lives are
selfish and cruel die in their own bed
at a great age? Where is the justice
of it?" And if previously they had
faith in the goodness of God, they now
feel disillusionment and bitterness
toward Him. "Why would a loving and
just God permit this?" they demand ••••

<c

A person who accepted karma (i.e.,
the law of causation on the moral plane)
would never be impelled to ask such
questions. When tragedy struck him the
question would not be 11Why? 11 but "How?"
--"How cant rid ieyself of the 'bad'
karma which brought this about and
create 'good' karma in the future which
will benefit myself and others?" One
who truly understood ·that whatever we
reap was once sown by us would inevitably say, 111 don't know why this ·has
happened, but since it has I must have
deserved it. " Regardless of the time,
place, or nature of it, death--one's
own or someone else's--would be seen as

The mind of fhe Zen adept is fa..ut- rea..dy like a.drt;LWr, bow . "

the inevitable consequence of a concatenation of causes and effects. One
therefore would not be impelled to try
to understand what on the surface appeared to be a meaningless death.
My own teachers used to say, 11 No
matter how painful a particular event
of your life and how seemingly inscrutable and remote its cause, if you put
your palms together in gratitude for
the opportunity it offers to repay a
kartnic debt, your pain will be light-·
ened and your karmic burden lessen~d.
Furthermore, there will be no residue
of resentment or bitterness."
Such an attitude is not unknown in
the West. In Europe in ancient days
there were peoples who used to t~ach
their children when they burned a' 'f in- ·
ger, for instance, to thank the fire
immediately and not curse it.
The Sixth Patriarch of Zen said,
"When others are wrong I am in the
wrong. When I have done wrong I alone
am to blame. " Such a deep sense of
personal responsibility could come only
from one who truly understood the law
of causation , who knew that the network
of interrelationships between all forms
of ~ife is so vast and complex that we
cannot disavow responsibility for whatever happens anywhere, least of all for
the repercussions on other lives of our
own thoughts and actions.
One of the leaders of a new religion
in Japan, Tenko-San, relates an incident which is germane here. Observing
a young mother slapping her small son ·
he asked, 11Why did you slap him?" ·-. ' ·
"Hy boy just slapped ano~her child;"
she replied.
" But the wrong done is the same in
both cases, isn't it? " said Tenko-San.
11

Is there a better way than to siap
a child in such a case? "'. the mother .
asked.
"Yes, I think there is. You ···m ight
have frankly acknowledged your son's ··
wrongdoing by bowing down to -the , 0th.e r ·
child, saying, 'Please slap me on the
head for having taught my child to conduct himself in such a wrong manner. ' 11

The ordinary person's reaction to a
painful situation is quite different.
He is quick to blame his wife or his
parents or his friends or his boss or
society or fate or God--almost anything
but himself--for his sufferings •••.
The acceptance of the doctrine of
karma and rebirth has far-reaching implications. No child who had been
reared to believe in the validity of
the law of causation could one day
fli~g into the face of his parents the
taunt, "Don't blame. me: I didn't ask
to be born! 11 • for he would kn~w that we
all ask to be born and are born through
parents with whom we have a karmic affinity. He would be aware that the
primary cause of our being propelled
again ·and again into .rebirth. is a
clinging to the not±on of a separate,
individual existence and a craving for
the enjoyments of the senses, and that
the secondary, or contributing, cause
is a mother and a father. No child who
understood the depth of the parent~
child relationship could ever permanently alienate himself from his
parents, for -he would understand that
the consequences, spiritually speaking,
would be disastrous. Nor could parents
with. similar awareness of the law of .
ever exclaim in exasperation, "We
just don't ~nd~rstand hpw any child of
. OUXS COUld dO S UCh a . thing: I I ~ in Ce they
would realize that their sons and daughters have a karma--i.e., "habit forces 1'
or tendencies of long standing--which
is independ~nt of inherited mental and ·
physical characteristics. Children
would not become bitter toward their
parents for acts of commission or omission; they would accept their pa~ents'
shortcomings as the inevitable burden
of unexpiated karma. Chilqren t~us
would not .feel qriven _to renounce theif
parents, nor would fathers and mothers
feel impell~d .to . run the liv~s of their
children. Parents would recog~ize that
they cannot blame their children for the
pains ot parenthood, while children
would re~lize .that the domineering attitudes-of their · parents are the product of causes and .conditioos which .they
(the children) once set in· motion.
Both would know that mutual respect and

karma
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love in the parent-child relationship,
as in every other, grows from pain as .
much as from .joy •• ·••

· expand and our lives take on fresh

meaning if we began training ourselves
to see that even the l(linutest event in
our lives has karmic significance. Wa
wo~ld gain a new awareness of our awa
power and dignity even as we would become more humble, for we would realize
that we are not isolated fragments
thrown into the universe by a capricious fate, but one vast ocean in which
all currents intermingle •••• Wonder and
joy would replace boredom anq frustration.

If we took the law of cause and effect aeriously, we would think twice
before recklessly lying, cheating,
maiming, and destroying, because we
would know that sooner or later the day
of reckoning will come both in our individual lives and collectively as a
nation ...•

There is yet another as~ect to the
law of causation. Our horizons would

~

•

..,

our least deed, like the young of the. land crab, wends
its way to the sea of cause and effect as soon as born,
and roakes a drop there to eternity.
--Thoreau
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NEW YEAR'S EVE

The New Year is traditionally celebrated in our country by gre~t revelry,
which so often serves only to release
the f~ustrations built up over the past
year. In the traditional Buddhist commemoration of the New Year the festive
spirit is tempered and given substance
by a solemn recognition that old patterns die and new beginnings are begun
--and with these new beginnings come
new opportunities for service, living,
and growth. At the Rochester Center
the New Year's celebration had a deepfelt solemnity as well as characteristically American festivity.
Before the sitting began at seven
everyone submitted, as an offering to
the Buddha, an unsigned statement of
specific repentance and resolution,
and in this symbolic way left the old
year and began the new. After two
hours of formal zazen, Roshi spoke on
repentance and then twelve of the repentance offerings (selected at ~andom) were read, symbolizing the repentance of the entire Sangha. The
members then recited the Repentance
Gatha by Zen Master Dogen.
Zazen resumed until midnight, when
the big bell tolled 108 times, once
for each defilement (or illusion) of
the human mind.

Resolution follows repentance,
just as new patterns .grow out of -the
death of the old ones, or as rebirth
follows upon death. Therefore, ~fter the death of the old yQ~i 1971,
the emphasis shifted fr9m. repentance
to resolution with the Candle Ceremony, during which everyone chanted
the nDharani for Removing Obstructions.11 (Receiving the candle flame
symbolizes the passing on of the
light of the Dharma from .teacher to
student.) Twelve of the resolutions
were read just as the repentance
statements had been, and the members
took the Three Refuges and the Four Vows.
And then, after a short eggnog
break, came the merrymaking. In the
· past anyone who stayed for the en~
tertainment had .to provide part of
it, but since there were 125 participants this year, only a few people
were asked to perform. There were
several musical numbers, but the highlight of t :1e evening was the guest apperance of Tibet ' s Gr eat Yogi .Milarepa
on the panel show "To Tell the Truth"-a Zen Center Resident production. The
evening ended at about 2:30 a.m. and
the zendo was open New Year's Day for
informal zazen.
A happy and a · profitable New Year
to you!

If for ·a moment we make way with our petty selves, wish no ill to anything, apprehend no ill, cease to be but the crystal which reflects a
ray--what shall we not reflect! What a universe will appear crystallized and radiant around us! --Thoreau
·

REPENTANCE AND RESOLUTION

~

as

At this pivot point,
we look back on 'the .pleasure, pain . and effort
of the dying year and forward to the threat and promise of, the· ,1-mbo;rn
·one, it seems particularly appropriate. to re~d what the }{..asters have
said about Repentance (for our failures of the past) and Re.s olution
(to be strong in the future),
·
·
·
.. ·

ON REPENTANCE
On account of ignorance and delusion •••.people do not always appreciate
that in repentance they must not Ol)ly feel sorry for their past transgressions, but must also refrain from transgressing in the future. Since they
often take no heed as to their future .conduct, they commit the same faults.
over again . almost before the past ones are e,cpiated. How can
call that
repentance?

we

--The Sixth Patriarch

Let us repent before the Buddhas with all our heart. Repentance before
the Buddhas saves us and purifies us; it also helps the growth in us of pure,
unimpeded conviction and earnest effort. Pure conviction, once aroused, not
onlY chang_e s us but others., and its benefits · extend to all sentient beings
and inanimate things.
--Zen Master Dogen

The Repentance Gatha
We ask the Buddhas and the Patriarchs
who have gained Enlightenment
to take pity on us,
to free us from obstructive suffering,
the le<Jacy of our past lives, .
and to help us share in the merit~power
wh.i,ch fills the countless worlds.
The Buddhas and the Patriarchs in the past
were like us, and we will in the future
become Buddhas and Patriarchs.
All -evil a,ctiqns committed by me since·
time irrt1r1emorial, stemming from greed, · anger
and ignorance,. arising from body, speech
and mind, I now re~nt having committed~
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ON THE THREE REFUGES

We should deeply respect the Three Treasures--the Buddha~ the teaching,
and the Buddhist community. They deserve our respect and offerings no matter where we wander from life to life ••.. The ·Bud~ha himself confirmed the
merit of the Triple Refuge as supremely valuable and inconceivably profound.
All living beings should therefore take this refuge .•••
To take refuge in the Three Treasures we must come with a pure heart.
No matter when--whether at the time of the Buddha's appearance in the world
or after his disappearance--we repeat with clasped hands and bowed head:
"I take refuge in the Buddha. I take refuge in the teaching. I take refuge ·
in the Buddhist community. 11 I take refuge in the Buddha because he is our
great teacher. I take refuge in the teaching because of its curative effect. I take refuge .in the Buddhist community because here we find wisdom
and warmth·. To become followers of Buddhism; we must uphold the Three
Treasures.
--Zen Master Dogen

This refuge was taken millions and millions of years -ago--eons and
eons ago--by every one of us. In the way the peach~stone takes a vow to
become a peach, the seed to become a flower, the child a man, i-n that same
sense we have all taken the vow to become a Buddha--to realize, in other
words, our inherent wholeness and unity with all existences.
--Roshi Philip Kapleau

The Three Refuges
I take my refuge in the Buddha and resolve that with all
beings I may understand the Great Way whereby the Buddhaseed may forever thrive.
I take my refuge in the Dharma and resolve that with all
beings I may enter deeply into the sutra-treasure whereby
my wisdom may grow as _vast as the ocean.
I take my refuge in the wisdom and warmth of the Sangha
and resolve with all beings that nothing may check my
unimpeded progress towards full enlightenment.
--Avatamsaka (Kegon) Sutra
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THREE GENERAL RESOW.TIONS
I resolve to avoid all evil.
I resolve to practice good.
I resolve to liberate all sentient beings.

ON THE PRECEPTS
By accepting and upholding the precepts in your deepest heart you can.
eventually attain to supreme enlightenment •••• Who could possibly reject
this? Buddhas have shown to countless living beings that when they wholeheartedly take into their life the moral precepts they do in time attain
Buddhahood, becoming Perfectly Enlightened •••• All the Realized Ones dwell
here and embrace everything in their infinite wisdom. Those who live and
have th~ir being in this state see no distinction between themselves and
others, between a subject and an object. At this time every thing--earth,
plants, fence posts, bricks or pebbles, no matter what--functions as
Buddha •••• The wind and fire [i.e., inner energies] fanned by the profound
influence of Buddhas [as a result of the acceptance of the precepts] drive
one into the intimacy of enlight~nment. This is the awakening of the
wisdom mind.
--Zen Master Dogen

The Ten Precepts
(Commentary by Zen Master Dogen)

Refrain from killing

In refraining from taking life the Buddha-seed grows.
Transmit the Buddha's wisdom and do not kill.

Refrain from stealing

Self and external objects, just as they are, are
differentiated and yet one. The gate of liberation
opens spontaneously.
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Refrain from improper sexual reiations

Let the three wheels of self, object and action be
pure. Desire nothing. One goes along together with
the Buddhas.
Refrain from telling lies

The Dharma-wheel has been turning since the beginning.
It has no excess and no deficiency. The sweet dew
saturates all and harvests the truth.
Refrain from using intoxicants

Being innately pure, do not defile yourself.
is great awareness.

This

Refrain from speaking
of the misdeeds of others

In the Buddha-Dharma, go together, appreciate together,
realize · together, actualize together. Do not speak
erroneously. Do not corrupt thti! Way.
Refrain from praising and ~laming
both oneself and others

Buddhas and Patriarchs realize the vast sky and the
great earth. Appearing as the great body, there is
no distinction between inside and outside in the sky.
Appearing as the Dharma-body, there is not even a square
inch of soil on the ground.
Refrain from ungenerosity
in bestowing the Dharma

One phrase, one gatha, is all phenomena. One Dharma,
one realization, is all Buddhas and Patriarchs. Nothing
has been withheld from the very beginning.
Refrain from anger

Be neither negative nor positive, neither real nor
unreal; there is an ocean of illuminated clouds· and
an ocean of ornamented clouds.
Refrain · from abusing the Three Treasures

To expound the Dharma with this body is foremost. Its
virtue returns to the ocean of reality. It is unfathomable. Just bow and serve.
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The Ten Precepts
(Commentary by Zen Patriarch Bodhidharma)

Refrain from killing

Self-nature is clear and obvious.
In the sphere of the ever-lasting Dharma
not nursing a view of extinction
is called the precept of refraining from . killing.

Refrain from stealing

Self-nature is clear and obvious.
In .the sphere of the ungraspable Dharma
not having a thought of grasping
is called the precept of refraining from stealing.

Refrain from improper sexual relations

Self-nature ;is clear and obvious.
In the sphere of the unstained Dharma
not yielding to attachment
is called the precept of refraining from
improper sexual relations.

Refrain from telling lies

Self-nature is clear and obvious.
In the sphere Qf the inexplicable Dharma
not speaking even a single word
is called the precept of refraining from
telling lies •

Refrain from using intoxicants

Self-nature · is clear and obvious.
In the sphere of the originally pure Dharma
not being ignorant · ·
is called the precept of refraining from
using intoxicants.
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Refrain from speaking
of the misdeeds of others

Self-nature is clear and obvious.
In the sphere of the errorless Dharma
not speaking erroneously
·
is called the precept of refraining from
speaking of the misdeeds of others.

Refrain from praising and bl uT'ling
both oneself and ot hers

Self-nature is clear and obviour .
In the sphere of the equal Dhai-re.3
not making .my distinct.i on betweP.!1
oneself and others
is called the precept of refraining from
praising a~d blaming both oneself and others.

•

Refrain from ungenerosity
in bestowing the Dharma

Self-nature is clear and obvious.
In the sphere of the all-pervading true Dharma
not being attached _to one form
is called the· precept of refraining from
ungenerosity in bestowing the Dharma.

Refrain from anger

Self-nature is clear and obvious.
In the sphere of the selfless Dharma
not thinking of the self
is called the precept of refraining from anger.

Refrain from abusing the Three Treasures

Self-nature is clear and obvious.
In the sphere of the one Dharma
not holding the dualistic view of sentient beings
and Buddhas
is called the precept of refraining from abusing
the Three Treasures.
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THANKSGIVING DAY

He urged us to recall the many in ·
this world with apparently little to be
thankful for. He asked us to compas.sionately remember, and reflect upon,
those whose lives are constant sorrow.

"Gratitude, gratitude, gratitude--!
can't express what I feel!ir

Are we_ to give thanks, he asked, for
the Asian war where thousands of living
beings are slaughtering anc bei~g
slaughtered? Are we to be grateful for
the racial tensions and civil strife
dividing the nation, for the pollution
of the environment, for the condition
of so many who are lost, wandering in
a maze of anxiety, confused, and
without a sense of responsibility? Are
we to be grateful for automaton-like
lives and meaningless values, our consumer culture? Are we to be grateful
for the alienation of young from old,
black from white, men from women?

This was the spirit of Thanksgiving
Day festivities at the Center. Wi~h
over one hundred members in attendance,
the day began with three hours of zazen
and ended early. afternoon with heavy
plates of pumpkin pie, nuts, dates,
figs, and raisins, all washed down with
hot cider. And in between and throughout was gratitude, more gr~titude,
smiles as wide as the moon, and a feeling called. Wisdom and Warmth of the
Sangha.
And Where does that feeling come
from? And Who feels it?

From that view alone, to fonnally
give thanks--Roshi admitted--would seem
like a terribly vain gesture.

Sitting at one end of the zendo's
center aisle, facing his teacher before
the altar, Pat Simons spoke for the
Sangha:

But seen from a deeper level, Thanksgiving is every day, and especially so
for· those practicing Zen. For despite
the horrible behavior of human· beings
at times, it is only from the human
state that we can attain Enlightenment.
And for this, if for no other reason,
we need be enormously grateful. And,
indeed, it is only as human beings that
we can know and express gratitude.

"Philip Kapleau~ You've been here
for nearly six years and for the
longest time your students have wanted
a formal way to express the love a.~d
respect which you have won from them
over those years. Perhaps it is a
small matter but, to us~ the term
'Sensei'--as filled with affection as
it is--has become utterly inadequate to
our feelings.
"This Thanksgiving Day we thought to
express these feelings in a new way.
You see, you're really a kind of miracle
to us. And although we can't begin to
apprehend the depth and dignity of the
term--unless you object, from now on we
want to call you--Roshi!
:rThank you. 11
If there is one national holiday
that readily lends itself to Buddhist
involvement, that distinctly evokes the
language of the heart, it is Thanksgiving. Roshi made this clear to us in
a short talk about the holiday's spiritual significance.
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For our spiritual growth, he continued, it is much more important to be
thankful for life's . painful aspects than
just the pleasurable, for only by gratefully accepting life's brambles and
thorns can we expiate the bad karma that
brought us the pain, and thereby establish new karmic patterns.
And he concluded by indicating some
of those who giv.e us the .opportunity
to express gratitude. Our parents--to
whom we are born through deepest karmic
affinity. Our husbands and wives--for
giving us the chance to grow and mature .
spiritually. Even our ci.fy, state, and
federal governments--without whom we
wouldn't have a Center here. And, he
emphasized, it is by purging our hearts

and minds of self-centered thoughts
through zazen that we can act directly
as responsible citizens.

was an experimental high-spirited kinhin
of circles flowing into each other,
which got rather confused.

Then, with ego even temporarily banished, we know gratitude.

Then Michael Disend read aloud a
Gatha of Gratitude he'd compiled from
the question he'd asked a number of members while they worked, namely, 11What
are you grateful for this Thanksgiving?"
While washing dishes and slicing carrots, typing letters and working in the
shop, in the laundry room and sweeping
the driveway--"What are you grateful
for this Thanksgiving?"

But the greatest mystery o'f all is
that while there is· no one or no thihg
to be grateful to, or no one to feel
gratitude, nevertheless we feel gratitude .that is deep and sustained.
·when Roshi finished speaking, all
circumambulated through the house while
chanting the ''Dharani of the Great Comp.a ssionate One': to the sound of the big
drum and large bell-bowl. And there

The replies of the Sangha are ·reprinted here, unchanged, and in their
entirety:

Gathas of G~~ti tude

"Greti tucJe far P-:>sh.i ! "
"Gra.~i t,.. tJ1;- ~o.:;:: ev,:ir9-:hing and especially the Zen Center."
"Gra dt.:.:-je

th;-.,': T'm

here and Roshi's here too!"

"Gratitude for asking me the question."
"Gratitude for t .h e vacuum cleaner sound and the typewriters
and the whole scene. ,,.
"Gratitude for having a good pair of legs."
"Gratitude for having a stiff pair of legs."
"There's nothing I can say."
"Gratitude for K.:i:.mon being Kannon."
"O I'm grateful to be able to feel grati _tude!"

;'Gratitude for Roshi."
"Gratitude for a human body."
"Gratitude for Mu."
"Gratitude for Mu!"
"Gratitude for health and family."
"Gratitude for the brothers!"
"Gratitude for the sisters!"
"Gratitude for B· i-i ·!?-:.~ , Dharma, Sangha and the world."
"Gratitude for [-.:1:..:,, glass of hot tea.
hand .holding it."
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Gratitude for the

"Gratitude fo; body and . breath. "·,
"Gratitude for ·11.fe' and death,.;,

..:.~" .....,

"Hho is it that is grateful to ·whom?"
"Gratitude for being alive and being able to realize mg True-nature • .,
"Gratitude for being 'here . and knowing everyone. "
"Gratitude for Roshi 's teishos."
"Gratitude for being able to sit Zazen."
"Gratitude that I .'m here."
"I'm grateful for a chance to ex_piate some bad karma."

"Gratitude to breathe."
"How can you narrow it down?"
"Gratitude for everything."
"Gratitude for everything?

Sure."

"Grati tuce for my dear deep Dha.,:ma Friends!
Perfect Enl.i ghteru-nent ! "

May they all come to

"Gratitude for the Lions of the Law."
"Gratit1Jt.Je 1:h;,,:; .r 'm .h2rc i n the .first place, and Roshi 's here, and
th::1: ii~,: ,,,,'1~ l.;;- s~. . . ;11.c, ,s 11pports me, sometimes ••• ,t
"Gratit;;ue ...·:...c t he :::cmpass i on of Buddhas_ and Patriarchs who through
thei z e:x,::i.mples 1':Labje us to practice."
"Gratitude ~ G:catit'.l.Je ; C:.rat:itude-::-_I can't express what I :feel!"
"Gratitude to be learning to be gtateful with all sides, the ups
and downs, abundance and lack."
"Gratitude for not too much-..-you'd better ask somebody else."
"Listen, I'm grateful for everyone, the Buddhas and saints
and monks who s ;:-,. t eown and kept the whole thing going for
2000 years unti .1 I finally wised up and got here."
"Gratitude for so much, my husband, the people here. " .
"<;ra'ti"t:ude . for ' being

h~re·! jj

•• '

~:

\. .•

·"Gratitude f<;>r :being, here . and having; 'a. bhant:e to practice.;,
1

''' "Gratitii.d~ to be_,....'right". here!"

f t ,··,

"I'm very thankful that I'm here: 11

' _i •t'

"Grati tpde for dokusan and Rosbi and , the karma that brought
me here."
"Gratitude for the waves rising from the Sea -~nd the moon hanging
· in the · fo1gA empt!}' $.k-!1·" _:·
"Gratitude :for :Y.:. ff~.:1·i nr; and pain and growth: and being able to
help s c~1i;i-en~ bE:;. r-~s."
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"Gratitude for the people we work with every day."
"Gratitude that.

in

Zen we're taught not to waste."

"Gratitude for water, soap, and the Japanese bath."

"Thank you, but I don't celebrate · gratitude."
"Gratitude for the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
helping."

who don't stop

"Grati. tude for being in the Sangha." .
"Gratitude for mg father and mother and sister and grandm:,ther."
"Gratitude for the Repenta,ice Gatha without which we'd all be
in Hell."
"Gratitude for this Center."
"Gratitude for having realized there's no time but now and no
. place but here. " ·
"Gratitude for clothes on a line."
"Gratitude for no longer being totally insane and filled with
hatred as I was, and the open-ended possibility of
change here."
"I'm really, really glad to practice--this Thanksgiving m:,re
than ever. "
"Gratitude for my eyes, and ears, for every sight and sound,
for the smell of incense, the Kannon Room, the cushion on
which I'm sitting, for everything and every'body."
"Mag you pick Apples of Love from the Tree of Gratitude!"

--M.D.

PAKISTANI REFUGEE RELIEF FUND
Out of sympathy with those. who are
suffering deprivation and death in the
present India-Pakistan conflict, Center
members have joined together in skipping the main meal on Wednesdays; for
seven weeks. Following the noon sitting, instead of the lunch gong, the
big drum sounds, and we remain in the
zendo to chant, over and over. the
"Dharani fo.r Removing Disasters."
The money saved from the meal plus
an additional amount ($50 in all) will
be sent each week to a relief agency.
More important than what material aid
we can send these suffering people, ·
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however, are the compassion and
strength we are able to generate within ourselves for them. For as Roshi
has said, "the Mind of one man is the
Mind of all men."
If you wish to 'fast' along with the
Center workers, whether at the Center
or elsewhere, we invite you to donate
the cost of the meal you are skipping
to aid the Pakistani refugees. The
money may be sent to the Center or dir- .
ectly to Oxfam-America Inc., Rochester
Concern for East Bengal, P.O. Box 5054
River Station, Rochester, N.Y. 14627.

-~

TRIP
Hugh Curran, senior resid~nt at the
Center, will retu~n soon fro~ a fourweek cross-country trip to various
meditation and growth centers. Accompanying him are C~nter membets Jim
Rose, a landscape architect, and his
photographer-assistant, March Snow.
They are gathering information on how
other centets are accommodating new
members, how theit growth rates compare to ours, what kinds of structures
they are using for meditation halls,
how they are housing their staff, etc.
The following letter from Hugh was
received December 3:
Dear Sangha,
vie have alread!J been at san
Francisco Zen Center and Tassajara,
and Esalen. Am . glad to say they all
have something that is helpful to
the Center, architecture and organization, etc.
Am presentl!I in Trabuco Monastery. A beautiful . place, planned
and built by Gerald Heard and Aldous
Huxley. They are a sincere and hos~
pitable group of people and I believe there is much to be gained by ·
their experience in · living together
as a group for twenty years or so.
We are here for two days ~nd am
being put on the spot to give a
talk and show slides of our Center
--a small exchange for their hos- ·
pitality, but a very dema.nding role
for me in representing our Center
well •••

The observations ·and photographic
record the three bring back should
prove most valuable to the Center-both in trying to accommodate the numbers of people eager to practice zazen
in the city, and in planning our country place. And we hope the· exchange

of information will also be of benefit
to the communities who were kind
enough to host the travellers.

SHUNRYU SUZUKI ROSHI
We are saddened by the death of
Zen teacher Sht.mryu Su~uki of the
San Pranciscd ten Center atid Zen
Mountain Center, on December 4.
The following is the Epilogue
to his book, Zen Mind, Beginner'.s ·
Mind.
I feel Americans, especially young Americans, have
a great opportunity to find
out the true way of ·life for
human beings. you are quite
free from material things
and you begin Zen practice
with a vep1 pure mind, a beginner's mind. You can understand Buddha's teaching
exactly as he meant it. But
we must not be attached to
America, or Buddhism, or
even to our practice. We
must have beginner's mind, ·
free from possessing anything, a mind that knows
everything is in flowing
change. Nothing exists but
110mentarily in its prese~t
form and color. One thing
flows into another and c~not be grasped. Before the
rain stops we hear a bird.
Even under the heavy snow we
see snowdrops and some new
growth. In the East I saw
rhubarb already. In Japan
in the spring we eat cucumbers.
--shunryu Suzuki

ZEN BOW is published every other month by the Zen Center of Rochester, 7 Arnold
Park, Rochester, . New York 14607. Advisers: Philip Kapleau and Jim Kupecz. Sdi tor:
· Chris Christoff. Staff: Mike Disend, Jim Thompson, Marcy Wilcove. Voluntary subscription rate: one year, $3; two years, $5; three gears, $7.50.
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